
Changes made within the TAG Healing Platform 
New organization needed to reflect 

1. the greater needs in the world 
2. extensive violence, pain, death 
3. the extensive teams we have available 
4. specific focus on male trauma 
5. identifying the original Star beings to land, 600,000 years ago 

Changes: 
1. Greater needs in the world 

• Sananda, the PTO teams, and Galactic Council Collectives are working 
under the direction of the Intelligence and Greater authority 'voice' of 
Laniakea  

• Outsiders are no long removed to their original home but are moved 
into a protocol for extinction into dust of light 

• Short and extensive laser shift to be taught in the next TAG class 
2. Extensive violence, pain, death 

• Energies of pain as clouds are circling earth and triggering old patterns 
-most will not know the origin 

• Shield of extinction around the 6-fold cocoon and part of it, is in 
constant action 

• Upgrade made within the Hazmat shield to use the power of Grace to 
become clouds and rain of Pink.... love 

3. the extensive teams we have available with clearer directives, for 
example: 

• PTO 
• Laniakea 
• Galactic Collective Council 
• TAG male and female healing 
• Space ships  



• Tesla 
• Gaia's creations 
• Others 

4. Specific focus on male trauma 
•  two TAG teams with One objective 
• Male and Female and Humanity mission 
• Female team under the Divine Female Triad of Gaia, Sophia, Grace - 

Sophia is my touchpoint for the TAG healing work for female 
• Male team - Archangel Micheal, who has work in TAG from the 

beginning, is my touchpoint for the TAG haling work for male 
• I am asking to know the specifics of the Divine Male triad 

5. identifying the original Star beings to land, 600,000 years ago 
• 45 Star souls into female bodies 
• 45 Star souls into male bodies 
•  6  'villages' Star souls,  

- female networking, designing, and 'birthing' the community 
- males, owned and monitored by the outsiders, sitting in 

meditation, heart space to divert the outsider and create authority 
for those in female bodies 

Clarifying 
 
Sacred Ground Collective Community 

• I created the Sacred Ground Collective as a space in which individuals 
could learn, heal, and build from the concepts from the Ancient Ones 
which includes our Divine Family's Galactic history, and Earth 
mission, and assignments given via the male and female body suit. 

•
• This is a space to heal, share, and build free of the entrapping limits 

created by the stories, and half-truths created by those of domination 



agendas. On the Galactic Platform of the Ancient Ones' wisdom, 
understanding Galactic History we recognize false 'truths'. We support 
each other to build our lives reconnected to our Star family, our Divine 
Family's original agenda, with laws of energy intended for creating 
Home on Gaia. 

CODE LOVE online and through email to me 
• CODE LOVE will activate the TAG protocols of TAG Matrix, DEEP Six, 

and 11th Hour 
• Link to share:   https://www.sacredgroundcollective.org/codelove.html 

For Earth Mission, each Star being, in various lifetimes, made contracts to 
allow Domination energy to be shown directly through their life or to stay 
outside of that energy enough to see it is present vicariously. In the TAG/
Galactic community, we know Outsiders are here and no longer need to be 
corded to such contracts. We act because we see, and declare such energy to 
extinction.  
Therefore, All contracts to allow domination to manifest in volunteer's lives 
are fulfilled. Earth mission volunteers are free and moved to the Light of 
appreciation, celebration, and healing 

My conversations with The Ancient Ones beginning 
November 4th 

November 4 
One thing is an absolute, NO Outsiders can be allowed to remain any where 
with Laniakea! 
So many are giving up- seeking answers, blackness is raging. 

https://www.sacredgroundcollective.org/codelove.html


We have a huge collective of creative geniuses. The Will-knowledge 
capacities are there to change the energy field instantly. That is how it 
seems to me.  
What is the glitch? What is needed?  
From Sananda: 
There is a major swirl of danger, disease, violence, etc. as you are hearing 
and seeing. 
The collectives you have named are coordinating clear plans to move 
humanity and Gaia through this 'mess' as extracting outsider energies 
have been stepped up a notch. 
Me: 
We have seen the 'evil', named it, decreed it be moved into extinction and 
gained authority through Laniakea and does not appear to being done. If we 
cannot be effective, it is no different than earth leaders with lots of hidden 
agendas and excuses and gaslighting  
This is Not Acceptable 

November 4 
After watching 'Encounters' on Netflix and seeing the impact of the UFO 
presence, I said. 
"If UFO encounters could have impacted many 'just because" then a 
collective of DF souls of highest intent could magnify these encounters for 
removal or consciousness change.  We are not business as usual here. 
Now is the time to get all outsiders identified and moved to extinction, 
structures rebuilt and families moved to safety and stability 
This is the time 
Why is it not being done quickly? 

From Sananda 
We hear you and agree. 



Our hands are tied! There are Outsiders who originated within Laniakea 
which She has authority over. 
It is time for the leadership to shift to Laniakea and GCC with our Galactic 
and TAG collective in the collaborative. 
PTO components who are from outside the DF are assigned to take charge 
of plans laid and expand their reach and capacity. 

From Me 
Let's get that started and evaluate in a few days... 

November 8 
Evaluation and feedback re: bringing outsiders to awareness and extinction 
From Sananda 
Within the world, there is a lot of acceptance that a great war is 
necessary, unavoidable, in various groups on the planet. They would 
simply prepare, move, separate, and make ti through 

My questions: 
What impact are they have on 'causing' and end result such as MAGA in the 
political realm and Armageddon in the general world on a scale  from 1-10  
10 being the highest 
8 
There are individuals and groups promoting peace, harmony, unity 
What impact are they having 1-10  
10 
What factors will determine the outcome? 
There are four: 

1. consistency of the energy building 
2. the innovative ways those in spirit are called to eradicate 'cause' 

energy 



3. the neutralizing of outsider story, and broadcasting truth 
4. bringing in the magnificence of Divine Home energy as secured flow 

to expand resiliency for Humanity and Gaia 

From me 
It seems that there is a very extensive group collective working to remove 
Outsiders within the bigger picture of world/humanity/Laniakea. Is it 
sufficient to achieve extinction of Outsider energy in my lifetime?   

From Sananda 
NO and it is the place to begin. By beginning, there is the opportunity to 
add, modify, exchange, etc. in order to achieve Outsider eradication in 
your lifetime. 
We are satisfied with where we now are and the possibility we sit within  

Me: 
Let's say the eradication of Outsider energy left in August 2023 was 100% 
here and in all of Laniakea. Where is the percentage that is left now?  

From Sananda 
75% present 

Me: 
In 2000, we began with the goal of 100% sovereignty in the 7 worlds of our 
Divine Family, all before earth. Where are we not?  

Sananda 
The 7 Galactic worlds had been 100% cleared by 2013 *note the 
information about the allies invited in 5 years ago. 



In the 8 dimensions of Earth fields, how clear  

Sananda 
2013 30% clear 
Now 70% clear 
Outsiders have brought in 'allies' from beyond the Divine family's field, 
that is why we have expanded with GCC and Laniakea, their spaces 
allowed others to come in with even darker intrenched practices. 

Me 
When did that begin? In a major way?  

Sananda 
5 years ago in 2018 

Me 
Do we need to add new protocols for them and our safety? 

Sananda 
Yes, you have done that, the extinction shield, working in the higher 
worlds as platforms, Laniakea to expand authority, and the clarifying of 
your presence and collaborative group. This is why you are called to work 
extensively in the inner planes more. 

Me: 
What % of outsider energies now on the planet are from those outside 
groups? 



Sananda 
40% 

Me: 
Does the TAG and Galactic creative collaborative need any new decrees 
from me to accomplish the goal of total extinction of domination agendas 
and energy forms in my lifetime at this time? 

Sananda 
Yes, We will need to expand our capacity and add various others as we 
apply what is in place and see gaps in our skill set.  
It would be valuable to share this information to those who have been 
working with you/us to keep them updated. 

Me, Reality Statement: 
I decree that those in physical bodies working in this collective have direct 
help, protection, health and 6th world living for themselves and their 
families. 
That their focus in galactic/laniakea projects are not diverted or taken out 
by 'problems, attacks, disease, directed at their families or self. I trust that 
will be honored and accomplished.   

Sananda 
Yes, and we will put that in the hands of our Earth mission collectives also. 

Me: 
Who is in charge there?  



Sananda 
Your sisters, Gaia, Sophia, Grace, Mother Mary, Goddess.  
Sophia will be your touchpoint. 

Me: 
Sophia, you have the plans, protocols,, team members, already in place 
through TAG and galactic to gaia?  

Sophia: 
Yes we do. We want to have conversations regularly as we take over this 
part of the collaboration. It is the personal health, restoration, extraction, 
new design through the TAG healing collective and Divine Female and 
Divine Male restoration. 
a clear 2 prong mission,  

• Sananda touchpoint for eradication of domination within the entire 
laniakea 

• Earth prong, extractions of souls from domination and forms and 
quick work to bring each to sovereignty, balance in truth, restored to 
their Divine Family Tribe. 

Me 
We need further awareness of Divine Male triad and freeing all in male 
bodies of domination ownership programs. 

Sophia: 
Yes that had begun as you and your tribe/collective have decreed. 



November 5 
two teams under Sophia and Michael 

• to heal female damage  
• to heal male damage 

November 5 
 I was asked to to a TAG session on souls in male body suits 
Old Male story  

• revealed in the most traumatic birth, Soul recognize sthat body's 
system to heart is gone, panic, Something is wrong, realizes that there 
are no female to hear with the authority declare removal of outsider 
presence, ownership and restoration of original chakra/power centers. 

• forced to be under dominator's rule and control in various subtle and 
not subtle ways.  

New story 
• At birth, a male child is surrounded by mother and Sophia collective. 

Immediately shielded by 6-fold and extinction shield. songs sung to 
remove 11th our marked patterns. 

• removal of original ownership chips held in gonads and then all others. 
• Seal all energy flow and forms from domination types back to their 

originator for extinction 

November 8 
Reality Statements 
1. Women are the center, the core, creator of life  45 original clan sisters, 

45 original clan brothers in 6 original villages 
2. Women's discernment center, authority voices and clear, secured 

connections into Divine Family/heavens provide absolute safety for 
earth life 

3. all in heavens responds to the voice and decree of a women in her 
presence as a star soul identifying energies to be made extinct 



4. women restored to earth mission are richly networked as mycelium 
within Gaia and support, connections, resources, financial flows in 
abundance to her from that source 

5. a women's voice of alert/warning is honored and quickly acted on to 
maintain good mind of earth mission. 

6. the tribe of earth mission volunteers restored to star soul identity and 
mission responsibility and calling hold a presence of: 
• Divine family agendas to create and bring benefit, beauty, unity, 

generosity, adventures, clarity to the divine. 

Reality Statement: 
I Am an express of a star soul restored to Female earth mission activating 
the highest and best expressions within humanity. The Divine Family in 
Galactic regions responds in kind. 
 
Healing the female psyche to allow a unity to happen, that begins with TAG, 
Galactic, and SGC 
• I am with women who have designed and called forth  a world where the diversity 

and sacredness of all life is honored and respected as it reflects principle, laws and 
values of our Divine Home of All Good. 

• Star Souls in female bodies are in clear, committed, collaborative, collectives whose 
light of their Divine Family's agenda has magnified one million fold/ 

• These collectives have caused a field from which all forms of Good has emerged to 
bring Benefit to individuals, families, communities, cultures, and world regions. 

• We are receiving the opulence of the Great unlimited I AM made manifest into earth 
experience. 

• It is our right to declare and hold space for the magic of our collaborations with our I 
AM Home. 

• We are supported and financed by the greater collective of our Divine families 
unlimited magnificence. 

"We cannot create change by fighting the existing reality. Instead we must 
build new systems that make the old systems obsolete. ".  

R. Buckminster Fuller


